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Chapter 2616 
David, who walked into the assessment site, looked around, and found that 

this formation was just a simple offensive formation, and its strength would 

not be too strong, so David didn’t care, and walked straight forward! 

Just after David took a few steps, a few auras suddenly appeared in midair, 

and then these auras continued to shoot towards David! 

David just glanced at it briefly, with a sneer on the corner of his mouth, and 

walked straight forward, ignoring those auras at all! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh……… 

A series of auras hit David, and they were all bounced off, without causing any 

harm to David at all! 

David didn’t even activate the indestructible golden body. It’s impossible for 

David to be hurt by these simple offensive formations alone with his strong 

physical body! 



If these auras could hurt David, then none of the outer disciples who came to 

participate in the assessment would be able to pass the test! 

At this time, outside the assessment site, a smooth stone slab reflected David’s 

situation in the assessment site, which was also to prevent people from 

cheating! 

When the Second Elder saw that David ignored the attack circles and walked 

forward leisurely, he was shocked! 

The boss with his mouth open, his face full of disbelief! 

You must know that many disciples have no way to pass this first level. This 

level tests the flexibility of movements, not to resist these attacks directly with 

the body, but to avoid them! 

Now David ignored those attacks and walked straight forward. The Second 

Elder had never seen this kind of customs clearance before! 

When Nie Heng saw this scene, he was not surprised at all. He had 

experienced David’s physical strength! 

“Damn it, this kid is really evil…” 

The second elder said, and then a white light shot into the formation in the 

assessment place! 

He is adjusting the difficulty of the assessment, making the assessment more 

difficult, and the attack of the formation is stronger! 

If there were no means to manipulate the assessment, who would secretly give 

him gifts! 

“Second Martial Uncle, you are…” 

Seeing this, Nie Heng hurriedly tried to stop the Second Elder! 



“Shut up and get the hell out of here. Is this your master’s disciple? What’s 

your business?” 

The second elder glared at Nie Heng, scaring Nie Heng back! 

But even though the Second Elder raised the assessment to the highest level, 

David still went on a rampage all the way, ignoring it at all! 

And those array attacks, hitting David, were like scratching an itch. Even if this 

simple array was being adjusted, how powerful could it be? 

In the stunned expression of the second elder, David walked around the 

assessment site, then walked out, then shook the dust on his body and said, 

“Okay, it’s cleared, it hasn’t been ten minutes?” The second elder is still 

there Shocked, he didn’t react, but Nie Heng hurriedly said, “No, it only took 

eight minutes…” “Does 

this count as passing the examination? Am I already a disciple of the Jade 

Cauldron Sect?” 

David asked! 

“Theoretically, it’s just…” 

Nie Heng didn’t finish speaking, and looked at the second elder beside him! 

Because only the second elder nodded and issued the Jade Cauldron Sect 

Inner Sect Disciple Token, he was considered an official Jade Cauldron Sect 

inner disciple and could enjoy various benefits of the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

“Second Martial Uncle, have you passed the assessment?” 

Nie Heng asked the bewildered Second Elder! 



“Ah?” The second elder was woken up, and after saying ah, he nodded, “It’s 

over…” “ 

Since it’s over, I’m leaving…” 

David planned to go down the mountain to find the third elder. Learn about 

the Jade Cauldron Zong Tibetan Medicine Pavilion! 

“Wait a moment……” 

Just as David turned to leave, the Second Elder suddenly stopped him. 

“Didn’t I pass the assessment? What else is there?” 

David asked! 

Chapter 2617 
“You have passed the examination, but it’s just this kind of examination. 

Although I don’t know what kind of hard qigong you practice, you can be 

invulnerable, but if you think it is so easy to become an inner disciple of our 

Jade Cauldron Sect, you are wrong! “ 

“Our disciples of the Jade Cauldron Sect are all pharmacists, and all of them 

can refine elixirs, so if you want to become an inner disciple of the Jade 

Cauldron Sect, you can only rely on brute force. You need to be able to make 

alchemy. 

” It’s difficult for you, you only need to refine a fifth-order elixir within an hour, 

and I can issue you a token to make you a true inner disciple of the Jade 

Cauldron Sect!” The second elder said to Chen 

Ping Said! 



“Second Master Uncle, when did the alchemy link be added to the inner sect 

assessment?” 

Nie Heng asked puzzled! 

Because there has never been this link before, why is alchemy suddenly added 

today? 

“When was it added, do I still have to notify you? I am the supervisor of the 

assessment, so I can add whatever link I want!” The 

second elder was already in a bad mood, and now he cursed at Nie Heng to 

vent his anger With anger in my heart! 

Nie Heng was so scolded that he stopped talking, but David could tell that the 

Second Elder was obviously trying to make things difficult for him! 

But alchemy is a piece of cake for David, and it is such a low-level fifth-order 

elixir, David can easily grab it! 

“No problem, I can make alchemy.” 

David said! 

“Okay, I’ll order someone to bring the cauldron and medicinal herbs, but the 

time is only one hour, you take care of it yourself.” 

The second elder raised his mouth! 

“Don’t be so troublesome. What kind of furnace do you use for a low-level 

fifth-order elixir?” “ 

As for this herb, there are all over the mountains and plains here. Just pick a 

little.” 

David stopped the second elder and said! 



The second elder was taken aback for a moment, then frowned and said, “Boy, 

this is alchemy. It’s not that you have a strong qigong, so you can go on the 

rampage and refine the alchemy. Have you thought it through?” “Thought it 

out, ten 

minutes If I can’t practice the fifth-order elixir, I will withdraw myself.” 

David said indifferently. 

“Okay, I’d like to see how you can make a fifth-order elixir without a cauldron 

and medicinal herbs, and you want to refine it in ten minutes. It’s just a 

dream.” The second elder was amused by David’s arrogant 

appearance up! 

You must know that alchemy is different from other examinations. Even if you 

have all the skills, if you don’t know the alchemy skills and knowledge, you still 

can’t make pills! 

David didn’t pay attention to the second elder, but looked around, and found 

that there was a broken earthen jar not far away, but the bottom was not 

damaged, and it was still usable! 

Then David looked at the mountain wall on one side, then jumped up, and 

grabbed a handful of herbs from the mountain wall. 

Throwing the medicinal herbs into the earthen pot, David blew with one 

finger, and a spiritual fire began to dance at David’s fingertips. 

Then David threw the spiritual fire into the earthen pot, and the herbs in the 

earthen pot burned. 

Seeing David concocting medicine so casually, the second elder couldn’t help 

but sneered. He didn’t believe that he could concoct a fifth-order elixir in this 

way. 



Not to mention the fifth-order elixir, even an ordinary small pill can’t be 

practiced, the procedure is wrong! 

Just as the second elder was sneering, waiting to see David’s joke, suddenly 

the crock seemed to be unable to withstand the heat, and it burst open! 

The sudden explosion shocked the second elder! 

Seeing the exploding crock, the second elder was taken aback for a moment, 

and then burst out laughing, “Hahaha, are you bragging? It’s just wishful 

thinking to use this dilapidated crock to make alchemy. Now that the crock 

exploded, Let me see what kind of alchemy you still use!” 

David just smiled slightly, and ignored the second elder, but walked to the 

exploded earthen jar, bent slightly and took out a elixir from the broken 

earthen jar! 

Chapter 2618 
David walked up to the second elder with the elixir and said, “Look at this 

elixir, is it a fifth-order elixir? Does the talisman conform to the rules? 

” The elixir is indeed a fifth-order elixir, and there is nothing wrong with it! 

But it was just a few minutes, and David’s alchemy procedure was wrong, how 

could he throw the spiritual fire into the herbs and burn it directly! 

You must know that to refine the elixir, you need to boil the herbs into a 

viscous shape, slowly roast the essence in it with a spiritual fire, and finally 

condense these essences together slowly to form the elixir! 

You must know that this process is very slow and complicated, and it needs to 

be done step by step, but how can David save so much time and effort? 



“Couldn’t you have hidden this elixir on your body long ago? How could 

someone refine a fifth-order elixir so quickly, and how could it be possible that 

the procedure was wrong, and the elixir was burned out with a single spiritual 

fire? “ 

The second elder insisted that David didn’t know alchemy at all. He had 

prepared this elixir a long time ago, and now David conjured it up like a magic 

trick! 

Seeing that the second elder insisted on himself, David raised his mouth and 

said, “Don’t think that if you can’t do it, others can’t do it either. If you can’t do 

it, it’s because you are stupid. Even if you are given a stove and medicinal 

herbs, you may not be able to do it.” Quickly refine the fifth-order elixir!” 

David said angrily at the second elder! 

“You…” 

The second elder was left speechless by David, and finally angrily threw the 

elixir on the ground. No one wants such a low-level elixir! 

At this moment, the Second Elder regretted a little. He would have known that 

David had been asked to refine a high-level pill. He thought that David was 

just a newcomer to join the Jade Cauldron Sect. Because this was impossible, 

he asked David to refine a low-level fifth-order elixir! 

But now it seems that David not only possesses a whole body of hard qigong, 

but also has a unique alchemy technique! 

“Have I already passed the examination and become a disciple of Jade 

Cauldron Sect?” 

David asked the second elder! 

Although the elder was angry, it was his own promise. Now that David has 

passed the test, it’s not good to let it go! 



“That’s right, you are already an inner disciple of the Jade Cauldron Sect…” 

After the second elder finished speaking, he threw a token to David, then 

turned around and left. If you don’t leave, you don’t know how long you will 

be embarrassed here! 

“Mr. Chen, my Second Senior Uncle has a small belly, especially his big 

apprentice Kuang Biao, who is the one who will take revenge. If you let him 

know that you have offended Second Senior Uncle, this guy will definitely 

trouble you.” Nie Heng turned to Chen 

. Ping said! 

“What are you afraid of? Aren’t you the big brother of the Jade Cauldron Sect? 

Is that guy not even afraid of you?” 

David knew that Nie Heng had a high status in the Jade Cauldron Sect. With 

Nie Heng around, would anyone dare to make trouble for him? 

Nie Heng blushed slightly and said, “This Kuang Biao is really not afraid of me. 

He always said that I robbed him of his senior position and has been fighting 

with me for the position of the future successor of the Jade Cauldron Sect.” 

“What’s going on?” David was taken 

aback ! 

After Nie Heng’s explanation, David finally understood that Kuang Biao’s 

apprenticeship to the second elder was earlier than Nie Heng’s, but after Nie 

Heng’s apprenticeship to Hu Yixiao, Hu Yixiao became the suzerain, so Nie 

Heng’s status has risen along with his master. Became the big brother of Jade 

Cauldron Sect! 

And the real senior brother is that Kuang Biao. After all, he worshiped his 

teacher earlier, but it is a pity that the second elder he worshiped did not 

worship Hu Yixiao. Otherwise, it would not be Nie Heng’s turn to be the senior 

senior brother of the Jade Cauldron School! 



So this Kuang Biao has always looked down on Nie Heng, and he also calls 

himself the big brother of Yudingzong, but in order to prevent the two people 

from fighting in the sect, he sent that Kuang Biao out, so that there are fewer 

opportunities to meet. , There is less conflict! 

 


